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About the
Performance

The Performance at a Glance
Each of these different elements can be the basis for
introducing students to the upcoming performance.

Who are the Trinity Irish Dance Company?
Trinity Irish Dance Company were formed in 1990 by Mark Howard in an effort to
showcase Irish music and dance as an art form. The company is made up of 1825 year olds, and has received great critical and popular acclaim from audiences
throughout the world. They have performed all over the world, and have
collaborated with many notable contemporary choreographers and musicians.
Trinity holds a unique place in the dance world, offering a highly skilled presenation
of progressive Irish step dance.

Who is Mark Howard?
Mark Howard is the founder and artistic director of the Trinity Irish Dance
Company, and choreographs much of the company’s work. Born in Yorkshire,
England, and raised in Chicago, Mark Howard began dancing at the age of
nine, and later went on to become a North American champion Irish dancer. He
started the Trinity Academy of Irish Dance at the age of 17, and dancers from this
school have won 18 world titles for the United States at the World Irish Dance
Championships in Ireland.
Howard wanted to find a way for his dancers to do more than just compete for
tropies and prizes, so in 1990 he founded the Trinity Irish Dance Company as a way
to showcase Irish music and dances as an art form.
Mark Howard continues to choregraph new works for the company, and he has
expanded his independent career to work in theater, television, concert and film.
Name one of Irish American Magazine’s Top 100 Irish-Americans for his innovative
work in Irish dance, he was even served as choreographer to-the-stars, serving as
Tom Hanks personal dance coach.

Choreography
Choreography (also known as dance composition) is the “art of making visual
structures in which movement occurs.” People who make these compositions are
called choreographers. A choreographer creates a dance by having a vision and
then arranging or directing the movements of the dancers. The choreographer
must work closely with the dancers, the stage manager and musicians during
rehearsals. Although mainly used in relation to dance, choreographers also work
in various settings including fencing, gymnastics and ice skating.

What is Irish Dance?
Traditional Irish dancing is an old art form with strong ties to the community, religious ceremonies, and rituals, and national pride. The Irish people created music
and dances for weddings, fairs, saints’ days, annual festivals and harvests. In the
late 19th century, many Irish people immigrated to the United States and brought
their music and dance to share with American audiences.
In Irish step dancing, the dancers hold the upper body very straight and the arms
close to the sides. The emphasis is on the footwork-- the speed of the quick
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changes of position, the height of the jumps -- and the uniformity of the dancers.
Dancers wear hard shoes (called “jig” shoes) when they wish to use their feet like
and instrument to beat out the rhythms, and soft shoes (ghillies) for swift jumps
and crossover steps. Often, the dancers’ costumes highlight Irish culture in the
use of decorative lace and embroidered designs.

What is folkloric dance?
Folkloric dance, like its equivalent English term “folk dance,” means dances of
the people. It is dance that reflects the traditions, customs, legends, beliefs and
lifestyles of people in particular countries and regions. Folkloric dance expresses
the life and spirit of a people through its movement and music, and with a vitality
and immediacy that instantly transport the viewer to the heart of that culture. It is
both historical and current, preserving tradition yet shifting with the present times.

Types of Irish Dance
Irish dancing can be broadly separated into the performance dances and the social
dances, the former including solo and set step dancing (this is the kind you will
see during the Trinity Youth Performance) and the latter divided further into céilí
(kay-lee) and set dancing (please see page 27 for details about the social dances).
Performance Dances
Central to the Irish dance tradition is the technique of “stepping,” which involves
a concentration on foot movements close to the floor in which the tempo of the
accompanying music is beaten out by the dancer. The four types of Irish music
and associated dances are the jig, reel, hornpipe, and the set dances.
Jig
A number of variations of the jig are performed including the single (or soft),
double, treble, and slip jig. The music is always in 6/8 time (the emphasis on beats
in a jig is: ONE-two-three four-five-six), except for the slip jig which is in 9/8 time
(ONE-two-three four-five-six seven-eight-nine). The single jig is faster than the
double jig with more aerial steps and is named for its single batter. Dancers perform single or soft jigs in soft shoes. The double jig is characterized by a distinctive
“double batter” or shuffle which is the main step element in this dance. The hop,
or slip, jig is a similar solo step dance in 9/8 time and has a characteristic light and
airy step. The slip jig (soft shoes) is the most graceful of Irish dances and features
light hopping, sliding, skipping and pointing. Only women dance the slip jig. It
is a fast dance with steps very similar to those of the single jig, but between steps
the dancers travel around the floor using a characteristic slipping and hopping
step.
Reel
Reel music is in either 2/4 or 4/4 time and it is danced at a relatively fast tempo
(ONE-two-three-four). Today, both males and females perform all reels, though
historically some reels (the treble reel, for example) were performed only by males.
For women, it is a light, rapid soft shoe dance that allows for plenty of leaping
and demands an energetic performance from the dancer. Men often dance the
reel in hard shoes.
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The single reel, usually written in 2/4 time, is fast with simpler steps, and is used
to teach beginning dancers. The double reel, usually just referred to as the ree/,
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is slower to allow for more complex stepping. It is usually written in 4/4 time,
though it has been said that in reality, it is more like 8/8 time.
Hornpipe
The hornpipe is in 4/4 time, reminiscent of a slow reel with accents on the first
and third beat (ONE-and-a two-and-a three-and-a four-and-a). A notable feature
is the frequent use of a rocking motion with the ankles. As an Irish solo dance, it
is slower than the other solo measures, allowing a greater complexity of steps. It
was originally danced exclusively by males in hard shoes, but now, both men and
women dance it.
Solo Set Dancing
Solo set dancing consists of specially composed step dances which were “set” to
specific tunes. Both males and females dance sets in hard shoes. Some individual
dances portray certain themes or tell stories.

Modern Dance Influences
During the performance, you will see choreography which fusese traditional folkloric dance with modern elements. Howard’s progressive take on Irish dance is an
amalgam of traditional Irish movement, modern dance, ballet, tap, flamenco, performance art, African and other World Beat rhythms, and is accompanied by a mix
of Irish, rock, and multicultural music, and narrative choreography. Of this unique
blend, Howard says, “This new art form could never have happened in Ireland.
It’s a child of North America.” Mark Howard has taken the group outside of the
framework of ethnicity, and constantly strives to expand the company’s range and
repertoire into imaginative new directions.

Costumes
Two types of shoes are worn in step dancing: hardshoes and softshoe. The
hardshoe (“heavy shoe”, “jig shoe”) is unlike the tap shoe, in that the tips and
heels are made of fiberglass, instead of metal. The first hard shoes had wooden
taps with metal nails. Later the soles were changed into resin or fiberglass to
reduce the weight. The soft shoe, which are called ghillies, resembles a ballet shoe
minus the hard toe and the ribbons for laces. Ghillies are only worn by girls while
boys wear a black leather shoe which resembles a black jazz shoe with a hard heel.
Boys soft-shoe dancing features audible heel clicks.
Several generations ago the appropriate dress for a competition was simply your
“Sunday Best”. In the 1980s ornately embroidered dresses became popular. Today
even more ornamentation is used on girls’ dresses, including lace, sequins, silk,
extensive embroidery, feathers, and more. Irish Dancing schools have team dresses,
but dancers, once they reach a level decided by their school, may get a solo dress
of their own design and colors. Today in competition, most men wear a shirt, vest,
and tie paired with black pants; kilts are occasionally worn.
The costumes of today’s dancers reflect the clothing of Ireland from the eighth century. The dresses worn by women are copies of the traditional Irish peasant dress
and they are adorned with hand-embroidered Celtic designs based on the Book of
Kells and Irish stone crosses.
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Celtic Symbology
The costuming of Irish dancers features intricate Celtic designs belonging to the
Insular Art tradition. Surviving examples of Insular art are mainly illuminated
(highly decorated) manuscripts, metalwork and carvings in stone, especially stone
crosses. Surfaces are decorated with intricate patterning. Many of the costume
designs are drawn from specific works belong to this artistic movement including
the Book of Kells, an Irish version of the Bible dating from the ninth century, and
the Irish High Crosses, stone statues built in honor of a sponsor or patron saint,
while others feature traditional Celtic knotwork.
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and New Victory Theatres, and Los Angeles’ Royce Hall. The Trinity Irish Dancers
have performed in several feature films by Disney, DreamWorks, Touchstone, and
Universal, including Backdraft, under the direction of Ron Howard, and the Sam
Mendes-directed Road to Perdition. Trinity has turned up on the small screen as
well, appearing as featured guests on the Tonight Show with Johnny Carson and
Jay Leno, Late Night with Conan O’Brien, Live with Regis, Good Morning America,
and CBS this Morning, and in the ABC special Dignity of Children, hosted by Oprah
Winfrey. In Emmy Award-winning appearances, the Company was showcased on
the PBS Television Specials One Step Beyond and World Stage.

About the Artistic Director
Mark Howard is the founder and Artistic Director of both the Trinity
Academy of Irish Dance and the Trinity Irish Dance Company. Born in
Yorkshire, England, and raised in Chicago, Howard is a North American
champion Irish dancer. He began his dancing career when he was nine
at the Dennehy School of Irish Dance, and at the age of 17, launched the
Trinity Academy of Irish Dance. He later went on to earn a marketing
degree at Loyola University, but dance remains his passion and focus.
Howard created the Trinity Irish Dance Company at the age of 29, and
his role as Artistic Director affords him the opportunity to continually choreograph new works for the company. He has further expanded his independent
career to work in theater, television, concert and film. He has done extensive film
work for Disney, Touchstone, Universal, and Dream Works, and has worked with
such esteemed directors as Ron Howard, Sam Mendes. His latest foray into film
saw him as the choreographer for Road to Perdition. His choreography has also
been featured on the stages of various prestigious Chicago venues including the
Goodman and Steppenwolf Theatres.

Mark Howard

Mark Howard is a sought after instructor to the stars, having most recently served
as Tom Hanks’ personal dance coach. He also boasts actresses Lara Flynn Boyle
and Kate Hudson, among other celebrities, as former students.
In 1994 and 2001, Howard was named one of Irish American Magazine’s “Top 100
Irish-Americans” for his ground-breaking work in Irish dance. He has also received
numerous Choreographers’ Fellowships awarded by the National Endowment for
the Arts. Under Howard’s tutelage, the Trinity Academy of Irish Dance has won 22
World Championship titles for the United States. His progressive innovations in the
field of Irish dance have significantly changed its direction and scope, reintroducing
the form as the phenomenon that it is today.
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About Irish
Dance

History of Irish Dance

The Native American

Every culture expressed its identity and values through distinctive music and dance
forms. In the United States, dance is as diverse and multi-cultural as the history
of its original peoples and those who immigrated later. Consider Native American
ceremonial dances like the Ghost Dance, the Grass Dance, and the Hoop Dance.
Settlers from Europe brough court dances, like the minuet and the ballet, and folk
and country dances, like the waltz, polka, clog dance, and reel. African-Americans contributed the minstrel, the cakewalk, and other “plantation dances,” and
developed an early form of the tap dance, set to West African rhythms. MexicanAmericans combined indigenous and Spanish traditions to develop the folklorico
style. And when the people of Ireland immigrated to the United States, they too
brought cultural traditions to share and develop.

Ghost Dance

Parts of the history
excerpted from article
by Ann Richens and
Donald Haurin http://
www.richenstimm.com/
knowledge_centre/richenshaurin_brief_history_irish_
dance.pdf

Traditional Irish dancing is an old art form with strong ties to the community, religious ceremonies, and rituals, and national pride. The Irish people created music
and dances for weddings, fairs, saints’ days, annual festivals and harvests. In the
late 19th-century, many Irish people immigrated to the United States and brought
their music and dance to share with American audiences.

History
Introduction
Irish dance dates back to traditions in Ireland in the 1500’s and is closely tied to
Irish independence and cultural identity. Through history, these ancient dances
were never documented or recorded due to Ireland’s occupation by England,
which tried to make Ireland more “English” by outlawing certain traditional practices. Many Irish cultural traditions were banned by the English authorities during
the 400-year period that came to be known as the Penal Days.
Despite this ban on cultural traditions in Ireland, Irish dancing continued behind
closed doors. Because their musical instruments had been confiscated by the
authorities, Irish parents taught their children the dances by tapping out rhythms
with their hands and feet and making music through “lilting” (or mouth music
somewhat similar to “scat singing” in jazz). Irish dances came from Ireland’s
family clans and, like tribal Native American dances in this country, were never formally choreographed or recorded.
The Penal Laws were finally lifted in the late 1800’s, inspiring Irish nationalism
and the Great Gaelic Revival—the resurgence of interest in Irish language, literature, history, and folklore—and its accompanying feis (essentially a gathering that
included carious forms of competition). The feis was typically held in open fields
and included contests in singing, playing music, baking, and, or course, Irish dancing.

An etching of a Druid

“Feis “ is Gaelic for
“festival.”
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Ancient History
The history begins with the Celtic peoples, also known as the Gaels. These peoples spread over Western Europe including France, Northern Spain, and the British
Isles, spreading to Ireland in the 3rd century BC. They shared a common language
(Gaelic) and tended to establish small kingdoms (150 were in Ireland). Roman and
Germanic peoples later conquered the Gaels in Europe with the exception of Ireland where the Gaelic culture was preserved. (The Druids were priests and learned
men in this culture.) Saint Patrick introduced mainstream Christianity into the
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country in the 5th century AD.
Although little is known about the dancing in this period, the artwork survived
and has influenced Irish dance costumes. The most impressive Celtic Christian art
was produced from the late 7th to the early 8th century, both in Ireland and in
Irish missions in Europe. Manuscripts of books of the Bible were embellished, or
“illuminated,” with decorative borders and lettering of astonishing intricacy and
inventiveness. Complex, twining geometric designs predominated. The masterpiece
of this period is the Book of Kells (mid-8th Century), which is unsurpassed for its
illumination. Other art of the period includes large stone crosses and carved ceremonial religious objects such as the Ardagh Chalice (early 9th Century).
Viking raiders destroyed most books from this period, thus there are few
written records of any dances. However, it is certain that one aspect of the
sophisticated Gaelic culture was music and dance. An interesting note is
that the Viking, Erik the Red, took two Irishmen with him on his voyage
discovering North America and they were the first explorers of the new
land. However, he did not report any dancing upon the occasion of the discovery! The Viking raids of Ireland ended in 1014 after the victory of the
Irish king Brian Boru at Clontarf. Feisianna (plural form of feis) date from
this period. They were a combination trade fair, political gathering, and cultural event with music, sporting events, storytelling, and crafts. Over time,
the cultural aspect came to dominate feisianna. These events continued
through time to the present. While the politics are gone, they continue to
have music, dance, crafts, and trade (the vendors!).
The Celtic tradition in Ireland declined rapidly during the 12th century. Increasing
foreign influences weakened traditional arts, and the Anglo-Norman conquest
of Ireland occurred in 1170. However, over the next two hundred years, the conquerors became closely associated with traditional Irish culture. To counteract this
assimilation, the Anglo-Irish Parliament passed, in 1366, the Statute of Kilkenny,
decreeing excommunication and heavy penalties against all those who followed
the custom of, or allied with, the native Irish. It took another 128 years before they
enforced the statute.

The Ardagh
Chalice

A Map of Viking
Settlements

History records a variety of dances done by the Irish in the mid-1500s. These
include Rinnce Fada or Fading where two lines with partners faced each other,
Irish Hey (possibly a round or figure dance), jigs (likely in a group), Trenchmores
(described as a big free form country dance), and sword dances. It is not clear
whose dances influenced whom among the Irish, English, and French, but it was
characteristic that Irish dances had a faster tempo and included side steps. English
suppression of Irish culture continued, exemplified by the banning of piping and
the arrest of pipers. However, Queen Elizabeth I was “exceedingly pleased” with
Irish tunes and country dances.
Power struggles between the Irish and English continued during the 1600s. The
Penal Laws enacted in the late 1600s crushed Irish commerce and industries. The
laws also banned the education of Catholic children leading to hidden (hedge)
schools. Traditional Irish culture was practiced with some degree of secrecy. This
period of severe repression lasted for more than a hundred years, explaining some

Hedge School
Text
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of the initial secrecy of teaching Irish step dancing. Country dancing continued,
one description being that on Sundays “in every field a fiddle and the lasses footing it till they are all of a foam”; another being “the young folk dance till the cows
come home.” Dancing continued during the 1700s, often during holidays, weddings, christenings, and wakes. However, the Church sometimes condemned dancing, “In the dance are seen frenzy and woe.”

A Dance Master and his
Class

The Gaelic League Seal

A major influence on Irish dance and Irish culture was the advent of the Dance
Masters around 1750, beginning a tradition that you could argue continues today.
A dance master typically traveled within a county, stopping for about six weeks in
a village, staying with a hospitable family (who were honored by their selection
as host). They taught Irish dancing (male teachers) in kitchens, farm outbuildings,
crossroads, or hedge schools. Students would first learn the jig and reel. Sometimes, the teacher had to tie a rope around a student’s leg to distinguish right foot
from left. Besides dancing, they also appear to have given instruction in fencing
and other skills. Some teachers had other skilled trades that were used on occasion
by the villagers, helping to explain dance masters habit of traveling from town to
town. Having an eminent dance master associated with your village was a cause
for pride and boasting by the community.
Each dance master had a repertoire of dance steps and he created new steps over
time. (Eight measures or bars of music are called a “step,” hence the term step
dancing.) Sometimes the masters danced competitively at feisianna, the winner
being the one who knew the most steps, not the one with the best execution. The
loser of a competition might have to concede a town in his territory to the winner.
These men were the creators of the set and ceili dances and they carefully guarded
their art of step creation. Dance masters created the first schools of dancing, the
best known being from Counties Kerry, Cork, and Limerick. One dance master
described himself as “an artificial rhythmical walker” and “instructor of youth in
the Terpsichorean art.” Villagers paid dance masters at the end of the third week
of teaching at a “benefit night.” They paid the accompanying musician a week
later. Sometimes, the dance master was both musician and dancer simultaneously!
Apparently the level of pay for the dance masters was relatively high for Ireland
and it included room and board.
The suppression of Catholics continued during this time, but ways were found to
avoid control. One story is that Catholics posted a child as a lookout for meetings
or Masses that they held in the cellars of pubs. The child danced a particular beat
to warn those below of approaching soldiers.

An Coimisiun le Rinci’
Gaelacha Logo

During the 1800s, a popular event was a cake dance. A cake would be placed on
a stand in the center of a field, it being the prize for the best dancer. The winner
would, of course, “take the cake.” Attempts by the parish priests to suppress
dancing were frequent, but appear to have been mostly ineffective.

Modern History
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This period begins in 1893 when the Gaelic League was founded (Conradh na
Gaeilge). This group encouraged the revival of Irish culture, a culture that the
English had suppressed for centuries. In 1929, the Irish Dancing Commission was
founded (An Coimisiun le Rinci’ Gaelacha) to establish rules regarding teaching,
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judging, and competitions. It continues in that role. Prior to 1929, many local variations in dances, music, costumes and the rules of feisianna existed. Part of the
impact of the Commission was standardization of competitions.
During the 20th Century, Irish dance has evolved in terms of locations, costumes,
and dance technique. For example, during the period of the dance masters, stages
were much smaller including table tops, half doors, and sometimes the “stage”
was simply a crossroad. (An old poem called dancing “tripping the sod.”) Tests of
dancing ability involved dancing on the top of a barrel or on a soaped table! As
stages became larger, the dance changed in at least two ways. The movement of
dancers across a stage increased greatly (a judge would now subtract points if a
dancer did not “use the stage”), and dance steps that require substantial space
became possible (e.g., “flying jumps”). The location of competitions also changed
over time from barns or outdoors where flat bed trucks were (and still are) used
as stages, to predominately indoors in hotels, schools, or fairgrounds. (Note that
fairgrounds are particularly appropriate in a historical context of where ancient feisianna were located.)
Irish dance has evolved in other ways during the 20th Century. Instruction is beginning at a younger age. Who is instructed has also changed from mostly males to
mostly females (the turning point was before 1930). Girls dancing solos in competition were rare before the 1920s. Dance styles have also changed; for example,
arms and hands were not always held rigid during solo dances. Previously they
were sometimes more relaxed and were even placed on hips. It seems that the
influence of parish priests led to the lack of arm movement; some argue that stiff
arms were less provocative, others argue that the Church was trying to increase
dancers’ self control. Hand movements still occur in figure (group) dances.
The dance costume has changed greatly from traditional garb. In the 1800s, dance
masters wore hats, swallowtail coats, knee breeches, white stockings, and black
shoes with silver buckles probably similar to today’s hard shoes. (The expression
“cover the buckle” seemed to mean crossing your feet so rapidly while dancing
that the shine of the buckle covered the entire area.) After 1893 with the revival
of Irish culture, the quest for a traditional Irish costume began. Pipers adopted the
kilt which older male dancers later adopted in the 1910s and 1920s. Ironically, little
evidence supports the argument that the kilt originated in Ireland; however, it is
clearly Celtic. Today, male dancers wear either kilts or pants.

Tomás Ó Faircheallaigh,
and sister Ellen McCormick
in early 20th-century
costume. Tomas was
a former champion
Irish dancer and served
for almost 25 years as
president of An Coimisiún
le Rincí Gaelacha

In the 1800s, it is likely that female dancers wore ordinary peasant dresses or
perhaps their “Sunday best” and ribbons formed into flowers or crosses. After
1893, the typical dance costume consisted of a hooded cloak over a white dress
with a sash. An alternative to the cloak was a shawl. By the 1930s the cloak was
dropped and the shawl evolved into the current “shawl” worn on the back of costumes; this shawl linked to the traditional Irish “brath” which was rectangular and
attached to the outfit by brooches or pins. Until the 1980s, a cord was often worn
around the waist, dangling to the knees, ending with a tassel. Dancers also might
wear a small coat or vest.
Colors were predominately green, white and saffron on early costumes; they
avoided red because of the association with the English. However, due to the avail-
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Costuming
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Footwear
Beginners’ Shoes
Beginners may often start with black ballet slippers (girls or boys) or black jazz
shoes (boys). While they don’t shout “I’m an Irish dancer!” like ghillies may, these
shoes are more inexpensive than regular Irish dancing shoes and are most appropriate for new and quickly-growing dancers.

Ghillies: Softshoes for Girls
Dancers wear soft shoes (ghillies) for swift jumps and crossover steps. Ghillies are
of Scottish origin, and were adopted by Irish dancers for their “authentic” Gaelic
feel. Lore says that the low-cut design was originally intended for Scottish boots
while walking in bogs; the design allowed water to leave the shoe, instead of
being caught in a boot and freezing the feet!

Ghilles

Only girls (or the occasional beginner boy, rare in America) wear ghillies. Usually
the lace loops are squared off instead of rounded, and they are cut in a way that
the sock is shown as far as comfort would allow, called a low-toe ghillie. For dancers, this design - especially with a white sock against the black shoe - helps to draw
as much attention to the feet as possible. Many dancers tie the laces around their
arch, though this can cause problems if they’re too tight. It is suggested to tie
them and then tuck them into the shoe itself. Neatness is key, and a dancer does
not want the laces flapping around.
The average ghillie will have a tanned leather bottom with one solid sole, though
black suede soles are fast becoming as popular.

Anatomy of a Ghillie
Heel Loop: Leather loop at the heel, which helps keep the back of the shoe from
slipping off.
Side Loops: Also help keep the shoe up. Can be leather or elastic.
Loops: It is generally accepted that these loops are for decoration. This design is
believed to be Scottish in origin, and was most likely adopted for it’s Celtic look
without being specifically Irish, much like the kilt. They are cut low into the foot
to show up against the white sock of the dancer, showing off the footwork. It is
believed that the Scots created this style of shoe for walking through marshes:
other shoes would quickly be filled with marsh water, but this style allowed the
water to flow back out.
Toe Loop: The nicest and neatest way of starting the lace looping at the toe.
Laces: Used to keep the shoe on. Some dancer replace these with thin elastic,
which makes getting the shoe on and off faster.
Sole: Also made of leather, like the shoe. It is usually tan but can also be black. It
may also be made of suede. It can come in single or split-sole.
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Pleating: The easiest way to tuck in the amount of leather needed to create the
shoe.

Title
Ghilles

Reel Shoes: Softshoes for Boys
Reel shoes are boys’ softshoes, which look like jazz oxfords with a noisy, hardshoe-like heel. Girls never wear these shoes. Beginners usually get a soft jazz-like
shoe with a rubber heel, but dancers often quickly progress to the fiberglass heels.
Some organizations discourage the use of reel
shoes because boys and girls compete together.

Reel Shoes

Anatomy of a Reel Shoe
Strap: Keeps the shoe securely on your foot.
Laces: Tie the shoe to your foot.
Heel Piece: Made of fiberglass, makes noise.
Screws hold them on to the shoe.
Sole: Leather or suede. Is flexible in varying
degrees.

Reel Shoes
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Hardshoes

Hardshoes

Hardshoes, also called jig, heavy, or hornpipe shoes, are the second type of shoe.
Dancers wear hard shoes when they wish to use their feet like and instrument
to beat out the rhythms. Many people will ask you if they’re like clogging or tap
shoes. Though they may make noise, they are most certainly not the same! Hardshoes have straps and laces like your usual leather dance shoes , but check out
those “taps”! The tips and heels of hardshoes (not commonly referred to as taps)
were made out of fiberglass or wood, and are now made out of various stronger
composite materials.
Imagine a side view of this shoe. Starting at the heel, which is often around 1 inch
(3 cm), your foot is flat. Then it will curve downwards, and then curve back up to
the tips of your toes. The “valley” between these two curves will settle at about
the ball of your foot.
Now imagine it straight on, staring at the toe; it is pretty even from your heel to
the ball of your foot, but then pulls up a bit around your big toe. This is important, as it encourages turnout of the feet. In fact, until they get completely used
to the shoes, many dances feel like they are walking around like a duck!

Hardshoes

There are quite a few different types of buckles. Wearing buckles is up to the
dancer; most dancers don’t wear them in competition, but they’re popular for
shows. The basic shapes are rectangle and shamrock. They can come in gold or in
silver, with black in the middle to blend in with hardshoes. Silver is the most popular color. For those that do not want black in the middle, there are buckles with
colored middles, such as blue, red, or purple, and there are also rhinestone buckles in a variety of shapes. To attach the buckle to a hardshoe, the shoe is unlaced,
and the lace is threaded through the back of the
buckle. The shoes are then re-laced.

Anatomy of a Hardshoe
Strap: Keeps the shoe securely on your foot.
Buckle: Adds shine, an extra to draw attention to
your feet.
Laces: Tie the shoe to your foot.
Heel Piece: Made of fiberglass, makes noise.
Screws hold them on to the shoe.
Sole: Leather or suede. Is flexible in varying
degrees.
Toe Piece: Made of fiberglass; primariy piece that
is danced upon to make noise.
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Dance Sneakers

Dance Sneakers
Dance sneakers are becoming increasingly popular in
Irish dancing. Some version even combine a dance
sneaker with hardshoe tips and heels.

Socks & Tights
The socks Irish dancers wear are often called poodle
socks, and have a special weave of fibers and elastic so
that they’ll stay up easier. These are the type of socks
you with see on girls (pictured at right). The boys will get various colors and styles
according to their school, what’s available, and/or what their solo costume looks
like. More often than not, the boys simply wear knee-high dress socks. To stop
their socks from falling down while dancing, some dancers use a body glue, commonly referred to as “sock glue.”

Top to Bottom: Socks, Solo
Dress, Male Costume, “Feis
Curls”

Opaque black dance tights are often worn by older dancers in competition, and
performing dancers.

Costumes
The costumes of today’s dancers reflect the clothing of Ireland from the eighth century. The dresses worn by women are copies of the traditional Irish peasant dress
and they are adorned with hand-embroidered Celtic designs based on the Book
of Kells and Irish stone crosses. Copies of the famous Tara Brooch are worn on the
shoulder holding the flowing shawl which falls down over the back (see the next
section begining on page 40 for detailed descriptions of Celtic Design).
Each school of dancing has its own distinct costumes and an expert can identify
which school a dancer attends from simply examining the color and design. For
group dances, all dancers wear the standard school costume. Adult female dancers wear a skirt and men wear a jacket and trousers. Male dancers at all levels
have a choice of a kilt or trousers and a shirt. When a female dancer reaches a
high standard of skill and displays perfection in competitions, she may wear a solo
dress with her own unique choice of colour and design. The solo dress is only worn
during competitions, and is a sign that a dancer has achieved a high level of skill in
Irish step dancing. Solo dance dresses are very expensive and are made by professional dressmakers who specialize in dancing costumes. Today there is a move for
dancers to wear a simpler form of dress and return to the plain style of dress worn
by peasants two hundred years ago.
The male’s costume is less embellished but no less steeped in history - they wear a
plain kilt or pants and jacket and a brat, a folded cloak hanging from the shoulder.
Brat means “cloak” or “mantle” in Irish. The cloak or brat was a symbol of rebellion during the suppression since it enabled the rebels to endure the worst weather
while holding out in the mountains. There is evidence that the kilt was worn as far
back as the fifteenth century.
Female dances also wear their hair in “feis curls.” The curly hair is accomplished
either through a long curling process, or by wearing a wig.
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Title
Internet Resources
Arts Resources
www.ums.org/education
The official website of UMS. Visit the Education section (www.ums.org/education)
for study guides, information about community and family events and more
information about the UMS Youth Education Program.
www.artsedge.kennedy-center.org
The nation’s most comprehensive web site for arts education, including lesson
plans, arts education news, grant information, etc.

Visit UMS Online

Trinity Irish Dance Company

www.ums.org/
education

http://www.trinitydancers.com/ - The official website of Trinity Irish Dance
Company. Includes company biographies, a history of the company, news and
press about the company, as well as pictures from their time on the road.

http://www.trinity-dancers.com/ -The official website of Trinity Irish Dance
Academy. Includes information about the company, lessons, and news.

Ireland and Irish Dance
http://www.detroitirish.com/ - A comprehensive guide to the Irish community
of greater Detroit and Michigan.
http://www.worldirishdance.com/ - World Irish Dance Association.
http://svr1.cg971.fr/lameca/dossiers/gwoka/index_eng.html - Provides information about regional drumming and rhythms from the Caribbean.
http://www.clrg.ie/english/home.php - Irish Dancing Commision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Ireland/- Website covering Irish
history.
http://heinzmanschool.com/- Website for the Heinzman School of Irish Dance
based in Livonia, Michigan.
http://www.diochra.com/- Website covering all aspects of Irish Dance and its
history.
http://www.swingcitydance.com/- Official website of local Ann Arbor Dance
Studio, Swing City Dance Studio.
Although UMS previewed each web site, we recommend that teachers check all web sites
before introducing them to students, as content may have changed since this guide was
published.
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Recommended
Reading
Title
PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY GRADES
Bartoletti, Susan Campbell. Black Potatoes: The Story of the Great Irish Famine,
1845-1850 (SHoughton Mifflin; Reprint edition, 2005).
Bunting, Eve, Matt Faulkner. S Is for Shamrock: An Ireland Alphabet (Discover the
World) (Sleeping Bear Press, 2007).
Burgard, Anna Marlis, Leighanne Dees. Flying Feet: A Story of Irish Dance (Chronicle Books, 2005).

There are
many more
books available!
Just visit
www.amazon.com

Daly, Ita, Bea Willey. Irish Myths & Legends (Oxford Myths & Legends) (Oxford
University Press, USA, 2001).
dePaola, Tomie. Patrick: Patron Saint of Ireland (SHoliday house; Reissue edition,
1994).
Harvey, Miles. Look What Came From Ireland (Look What Came From...) (PFranklin
Watts, 2003).
Hast,Dorothea E., Stanley Scott. Music in Ireland: Experiencing Music, Expressing
Culture (Global Music Series) (Oxford University Press, USA; Pap/Com edition,
2004).
Haskins, James, Kathleen Benson, Beth Wright. Count Your Way Through Ireland
(Count Your Way) (Carolrhoda Books,1996).
Sasek, M. This Is Ireland (Universe, 2005).
McCarthy, John P. Ireland: A Reference Guide From The Renaissance To The Present (European Nations) (Facts on File ,2006).

UPPER MIDDLE & SECONDARY GRADES
Brennan, Helen. The Story of Irish Dance (Mount Eagle Publications, Ltd., 1999).
Fitzpatrick, Dave. The Two Irelands: 1912-1939 (Oxford University Press, 2006).
Foster, R.F. Modern Ireland: 1600-1972 (Penguin (Non-Classics); Reprint edition,
1990)
Laxton, Edward. The Famine Ships: The Irish Exodus to America (Owl Books;
Reprint edition, 1998).
Miller, Kerby A., Patricia Mulholland Miller. Journey of Hope: The Story of Irish
Immigration to America (publishing information unknown, ISBN:
0811827836)
Miller, Kerby A. Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish Exodus to North America (Oxford University Press, USA; Reprint edition, 1988).
Wichert, Sabine. Northern Ireland Since 1945 (Longman; 2 edition , 1999).
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